
CertifiCations

New and Better is the Way.
Meet Youngjin Yoon – MASTER SKILL DEVELOPER

Yoon was born and raised in Busan, south Korea. He coached for the Lotte 
Giants of the Korea Professional Baseball League. He moved to the United 
states to further his education, and earned a master’s degree in Kinesiol-
ogy from Michigan state. a dedicated family man, before moving to oregon, 
he worked for legendary riverside City College head baseball coach Dennis 
rogers as an assistant coach at rCC. for the past four summers, Yoon 
has worked with the Corvallis Knights as an assistant coach under skipper 
Brooke Knight. Yoon is a brilliant man who leverages love and great energy 
to help players get better and maximize their potential.

Youngjin Yoon is breaking the norms of teaching with his unique 
perspective and approach to skill development. take advantage of 
his expertise, energy and forward thinking to better your program. 
for more information, please email info@corvallisknights.com.

teaching Certificate of Qualifications - Minister of education 

sports Certificate of Qualifications (Baseball) - Ministry of Culture, sport and tourism

sports Certificate of Qualifications (strength and Conditioning) - Ministry of Culture, sport and tourism

Cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPr) Certificate of Qualifications - Korean red Cross

awarded a Letter of appointment for Leader of Life athletics for West-District of Busan City - the national Council of sports for all

exercise Prescription Certificate of Qualifications - sports for all Busan association

sports Leaders for Children Certificate of Qualifications - Korea sports training association

sports Massage & Chiropractic Certificate of Qualifications - Korea Hawal Bup Youth Promotion association

Power Lifting Certificate of Qualifications - Korean association of Power Lifting

sports Leaders regarding Disabled People Certificate - Korea Welfare Promotion association for the Disabled

Yoon is an advanced skill developer 
who has mastered the art of:

• Flexibility & Agility
• Training to Pitching Functional Movements that Translate 

   to Mound Performance

his teaching is focused on improving:

• Range of Motion
• Endurance

•  Health

Yoon is an expert at identifYing 
the below issues and working 

on areas of improvement:
 

• Body Control & Balance
• Functional Movement

• Body Awareness

Yoon is also a master teacher of:
 

• Mental Conditioning
- Visualization 
- Mental Game

 • Skill Breathing            • Focal Training



The Master Yoon Difference
In as short as 2 months, Yoon taught me how to maximize my potential through individual and team instructions showing his versatility to work in 

groups and one-on-one interactions. Yoon helped me control and stabilize my body resulting in greater power and more explosive mechanics. 

Yoon is the reason you come to the field every day. His energy is contagious and his personality makes you happy and eager to learn. Not only did 

Yoon help me with the physical side of baseball through mechanical instruction and arm care, but Yoon also helped me become stronger mentally 

through his knowledge of the mental game of baseball. He develops relationships with his players and understands how to help every individual 

reach their potential. 

Yoon has made one of the greatest positive impacts on my athletic career by creating lifelong habits of staying healthy and becoming stronger in all capacities, and this 

came through his dedication and knowledge to teaching players through his effective and unique coaching ability. – San Francisco Giants Prospect, Trenton Toplikar 

(UC Riverside)

Yoon has the ability to create a personal relationship unique to any coach I have had before. No matter the circumstance, Yoon wants every player he 

encounters to develop to their full potential and he will work along your side the whole way. 

I had the pleasure of getting to know Yoon this past summer with the Corvallis Knights, where I made a huge jump in my game. Yoon worked with 

me from day one conquering a side of the game I had never attempted to improve before, mentality. I brought what he taught to every at bat, which 

I attribute to my improvement this past summer. I had the privilege of working with Yoon on the pitching side of the game as well. We focused on a 

variety of movements that helped me find a firm grounding of my legs on the mound. I gained 2 mph to my fastball in just 3 months. 

I wasn’t the only success story either, staff wide we had guys reaching new top velocities week by week. Yoon without a doubt was the reason for these results. Beyond the 

development aspect of Yoon, he truly knows how to connect with his players and shows he cares about your success. I am thankful for what I gained from Yoon and hope every 

player gets a chance to experience the benefit of his work. – Tampa Bay Rays Prospect, Jordan Qsar (Pepperdine)

I don’t think there’s a person 

on this planet that doesn’t 

appreciate the presence of 

Yoon. He never fails to bring 

positivity to the field every 

day. It is truly remarkable how 

determined Yoon is to help his 

players get better. His creative drills, uplifting energy, 

and unique teaching skills are just some of many great 

attributes Yoon has. I learned more from Coach Yoon 

during my two summers with the Knights then I have 

ever learned in my entire life. He has deep care for 

all of his players and will not let you go a day without 

getting better. Yoon is an unbelievably talented coach, 

mentor, and person, and I was very lucky to have him 

as a coach. 

– Junior Pitcher, Kolby Somers, University of Oregon

Yoon is one of the most 

kind-hearted people I have 

been around. He has always 

been fully invested in the guys 

around him and genuinely 

wants to help guys get better. 

Yoon was consistently at the 

field hours before games to work with guys one-on-one 

helping to improve their game. The energy he brings 

to the park day-to-day is unmatched and is a joy to be 

around. Lastly, Yoon has provided me with so much 

knowledge pertaining to the mental game and I’m 

forever grateful to have had him as a coach and mentor. 

– Corvallis Knights Player of the Decade, Zak Taylor 

(Oregon State)

Yoon has combined Southeast 

Asia and Western Hemisphere 

methods to player development 

into an approach that transcends 

conventional instruction and 

teaching. His ability to lead, 

communicate and gain players 

trust is a gold standard for aspiring coaches and 

teachers. Skill development for each position and a 

holistic approach is the separator for Yoon.

He can identify ways to create player enhancement 

techniques at each respective position. The mental 

game and creating corridors to developing the mental, 

emotional and physical components make Yoon an 

absolute master at skill development. – Pitching 

Coordinator, Rolando Garza, Tampa Bay Rays



The Master Yoon Difference
Yoon is the embodiment of a winning culture. He brings unbelievable positive energy to the field every day and understands how to balance fun 

with focus. You will not meet a person that cares more about the players and team anywhere. He sacrifices countless hours of his own time to help 

players with anything from the mental game to mechanics.

The mental game is one of Yoon’s many expertise and something that he has helped me with tremendously. He helped me take my mental game 

to the next level through challenging me daily with drills and conversations all while allowing my confidence to grow. Yoon brings the best out of 

everyone around him and has an uncanny ability to make a team come together. I feel very fortunate to have been able to work with Yoon. Yoon is 

simply the best and there is no better person or coach to bring into any program. – Junior Shortstop, Chad Stevens, University of Portland

Yoon’s impact on everyone he comes in contact with is 

special. He has a way of providing energy to all that are 

around him. This ability transcends well beyond the 

baseball field where he has impacted countless players 

and coaches. I am grateful to have worked with Yoon 

and have seen the impact he has on young men. His 

attention to the individual athlete and how he views 

development holistically is unique and unmatched. His 

passion to develop athletes mentally, physically, and 

mechanically is as good as it gets.

Two words to describe Yoon = Energy and Passion. 

– Assistant Coach, Ryan Gipson, Oregon State

Yoon is a tremendous asset for the Corvallis Knights 

as a leader, mentor and coach. His drive and passion 

for the game are second to none, and this quickly 

translates to his players. I saw growth in my pitching 

mechanics as well as a much better mental approach to 

the game while working with him. Yoon uses his fiery 

personality to push players to new heights they might 

not have known were possible. On top of all these 

skills, Yoon’s ability to cultivate a winning culture in 

Corvallis is evident. He helps unite the team with one 

common goal, and always has the team hungry for an 

opportunity to compete. – Junior Pitcher, Eli Morse, 

University of Portland

The best part about being around Yoon is how he 

attacks the mental game. Yoon helped elevate my 

mental preparation to a new level. To me, being able to 

control what I can control is the biggest part of being 

successful in baseball and Yoon really emphasized 

this and I am forever grateful for being around him. 

– Senior First Baseman, Dillan Shrum, University of 

Nevada-Reno

Yoon has unique talents that are exceptional 

compared to most ‘here today gone tomorrow’ 

methods to arm care. His energy and passion he 

works with help create an elite environment for any 

young athlete, paired with a holistic approach to 

the overall skill training. Master Yoon is the edge 

that many young players and college programs are 

looking for. – Pitching Coach, Connor Lambert, 

University of Portland


